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1600 Sprayer

Wylie’s 1600 Sprayer is just what larger 
producers need in today’s fast paced farming 
operations. The capacity of the 1,600 gallon 
tank coupled with a 60’, 80’, 90’ or 100’ Spray 
Wyng II boom allow the operator to spray 
more acres in less time than ever before. 

There is much more to the Wylie 1600 than 
just size and capacity. The Spray Wyng II 
boom has proven itself as the “state of the 
art” boom for high speed spraying. The 
Spray Wyng II features an “All Directional” 
suspension to control movement in three 
dimensions.  The  boom can tilt 15º to clear 
obstacles and follow rolling terrain. The 
parallel linkage “Hi-Lift” raises the boom in 
a 5’ height range, from 2’ to 7’. 

The 60’ Row Wyng boom is designed to tilt 
15º and fold each wing independently over 
rolling terrain and around obstacles.

Contact your Wylie representative today. Let 
him show you the Wylie advantage!

Wylie 1600 in transport mode; 12’ OAW, 120” wheel track

Check Out These Features...
 1,600 gal. Tank for Large Booms and Large Acreages
 Choose From 60’, 80’, 90’, 100’ Spray Wyng II Boom,
     or the 60’ Row Wyng Boom
 100 gal. Fresh Water Tank, 15 gal. Handler™ Tank
 Optional GPS Guidance or Foam Marker
 Loading Stand Easily Services Side Fillwell on Tank   

Reduce your spraying time by 
stepping up to the Wylie 1600!

Diamond tread tires provide excellent 
flotation in wheat

SPRAYERS...that’s it, that’s all.
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Safety and ease of operation are key to the design 
of the 1600. A 100 gallon fresh water tank has a 
valve for hand washing or can be used to flush the 
spraying system. The opaque tank prevents algae 
growth.

The 15 gallon Handler™ tank lowers to waist lev-
el for safe and convenient induction of chemicals.

The 1600 can be equipped with a foam marker 
or a Raven automatic control and GPS guidance 
system can provide guidance, record keeping, 
“as applied mapping”, and even variable rate 
application. 

The control panel is easy to access and simple to 
operate. All the filling, mixing and spraying 
settings are in one convenient location. 

The secret to the speed of the Spray Wyng II boom is the “All 
Directional” suspension which cushions the movement of the 
boom in all three dimensions. A nitrogren filled accumulator 
controls the bounce of the boom. The boom is mounted on 
a spherical bearing. Roll and yaw movement are controlled 
with coil and poly springs. Uncontrolled movement of these 
forces in inferior booms result in slow field speeds, metal 
fatigue and failure of the boom, as well as uneven chemical 
application. The Spray Wyng II stays in a consistent position 
over the crop so that you get accurate application at speeds 
up to 15 mph. Couple that with the large capacity 1,600 gallon 
tank and the 80’, 90’ or 100’ boom and you have a spraying 
system that can cover your acreage when the conditions are 
right --- and free you to get on to other important tasks.  

Fast Speed, More Acres...More Profit

Amarillo
888-611-6175

Edinburg
800-514-9381

El Campo
800-474-2416

Garden City
800-995-4342

Lubbock
888-249-5162

Oklahoma City
888-665-5538

Waco
800-803-5845

Control and Guidance
The Spray Wyng II boom fold/raise circuits are controlled by a 
conveniently located console. Fold, tilt, raise or lower the boom 
with a touch of a switch. 
 

The Spray Wyng II boom can be controlled by a Raven SCS450 
automatic controller or by the Raven Envizio Pro control/guid-
ance console. 


